Sandplay Graduate School arranges individual or small-group Skype-based seminars that supplement your required units of study for fulfilling requirements to become a certified Sandplay Therapist.

**PROGRAM BENEFITS:**
- STA allows up to 12 units to be completed on Skype
- Ideal for those who live too far from regional Sandplay training centers
- Professors are Jungian Analysts and/or certified teaching members of STA [CST-T]
- Seminars on Jung and/or Sandplay are arranged according to the needs or requests of individual students
- Small groups of six or fewer students are allowed to have Skype seminars together
- Individual supervision is available on Skype
- A formal Certificate lists the seminars completed toward STA requirements

**CALL FOR PROFESSORS:**
- If you are a CST-T and/or Jungian Analyst interested in a paid professorship for this supplementary Skype program, kindly contact Sandplay Graduate School Director Sheila Dickman Zarrow, Ph.D., CST-T, JA: sheilazarrow@mac.com.
- Our preference is to hire professors from nearest regional centers and to refer students back to the regional centers for the remainder of their training.

Note: Sandplay Graduate School has applied to become a Psy.D in Sandplay degree granting Institute. At such time as this may be approved by the state of California, all units of credit earned toward STA membership will be applied toward the degree.